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Enterprise Content Management

Business information exists in many forms: text documents, spreadsheets, images, XML files, Web pages, streaming video, streaming audio, e-mail messages, instant messages, and fixed content such as reports, records, and scanned images. From engineering drawings and manufacturing procedures to marketing collateral and sales presentations, unstructured content is critical to the smooth and efficient functioning of a company.

An enterprise content management system provides order to unstructured information. It manages the creation, management, processing, delivery, and archival of any content according to user-defined business rules. It establishes relationships between pieces of content, allowing the same content to be used in different contexts and renditions. It adds intelligence, creating categorization schema and metadata that make search and retrieval faster and more efficient. It automates the processing of content through its life cycle. It facilitates publication of content through multiple channels; for example, the same content can be published to a Web site, broadcasted as a fax, printed as a text document, and sent to a handheld wireless device. It promotes integration between departments and systems that previously worked within silos.

Documentum5 is a robust, flexible platform that supports enterprise content management applications. Documentum5 is a set of products and services that work together, in varying combinations, to meet the content management needs of an enterprise. The Documentum platform makes it easy to customize applications to meet specific business needs or to build custom content applications.

A platform provides development and runtime services supporting the common needs of a variety of applications. A platform provides a high-level interface to key functionality, so that the developer can focus on solving the business problem. For example, a database platform provides the services common to applications needing structured data storage, such as creating and maintaining data structures, controlling concurrent access, and returning query results. A Web application server platform provides an infrastructure for deploying Web-based applications, handling such essential tasks as managing memory and sessions, controlling user security, and providing an administrative interface.

The Documentum5 platform offers development and runtime services specifically supporting the needs of content applications. The architecture ensures that these capabilities work in an orchestrated fashion, enabling an enterprise to integrate its applications into a complete enterprise value chain.

This document provides an overview of the Documentum platform. It identifies the core capabilities and features required in a content management system and describes how the Documentum system architecture supports these capabilities. It also describes the development environments available for customizing and building Documentum-based content applications.

Content Applications

Content applications are any applications that use unstructured content, such as documents, images, e-mail messages, and Web pages. The range of applications that use some form of content services is extremely broad, comparable to the range of applications that use a database platform for managing structured data.
Examples of content applications are:

- **Contract management** applications track contracts through multiple versions, enable multiple people to collaborate on writing and reviewing them, enforce a strict approval process, and allow boilerplate text to be shared between documents.

- **Web content management** applications track contributions to a site from multiple sources, manage updates, and handle transformations that render XML into HTML using XSL stylesheets or create HTML renditions of documents authored in other formats.

- **Knowledge management** applications provide a single point of access for information stored in a multitude of formats and repositories.

- **Regulatory compliance** applications enable companies in regulated industries such as pharmaceuticals and financial services to meet mandated standards for project-related documentation and associated business records.

- **Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Supply Chain Management (SCM)** applications automate business processes that often involve unstructured content as well as structured content. For example, the specification for a manufactured product can include a CAD drawing in addition to a bill of materials, and personnel records can include performance review documents as well as job and salary information.

- **Customer Relationship Management (CRM)** applications manage customer data such as contact information and records of customer interactions made during sales or support calls. Much of the valuable customer information is unstructured, such as e-mail messages, faxes, or service order forms.
The first four applications are examples of content-rich applications, for which the management of content is a central concern. The last two are content-enabled applications, for which unstructured content enhances the structured data they manage.

Most companies use many of these application types — and others such as correspondence tracking or technical documentation management and publishing — somewhere in their organization. These applications may be packaged solutions or may be custom applications developed specifically for the company. Documentum5 is the only enterprise content management platform that supports the complete range of content applications. It enables companies to integrate their various content applications across the enterprise, thereby increasing productivity and lowering total cost of ownership by simplifying system management. The integration can even extend to suppliers, distributors, and customers.

The Building Blocks of Enterprise Content Management

Companies succeed based on how well they manage their information, getting it to the right people at the right time. Everyone benefits from increased connectedness. The Documentum enterprise content management platform provides a foundation for this vision of a connected enterprise with the four key building blocks of enterprise content management:

- Pervasive content management
- Complete content lifecycle
- Creation of content management applications
- Connected content management applications, completing the digital value chain
Pervasive Content Management

Pervasive content management is the ability to manage all content types anytime, anywhere. Documentum5 can store content files in all known formats, including rich media formats, and is easily extensible to new formats. Documentum has the ability to capture and natively manage virtually any type of knowledge — documents, Web content, XML, rich media, fixed content (such as reports and records), collaborative content (including instant messages, discussion threads, e-mail, and more). Documentum integrates out of the box with many of the popular content authoring tools used today to capture content. The Documentum platform handles all phases of managing content, from creation, to management, to delivery, archival, and disposal, as regulated by laws and corporate policy.

Pervasive content management also means working effectively with other components of the infrastructure, such as the operating systems, programming tools, relational database management systems, Web application servers, authentication services, and enterprise applications such as ERP and CRM. Documentum connects seamlessly to these systems and provides a distributed repository so that companies can access and deploy their content any time, any place, around the world.

Managing the Content Lifecycle

The Documentum platform can manage content from the moment it is created or captured all the way through to its ultimate destination. The objective might be publishing product information to a corporate Web site, distributing engineering specifications to subcontractors, circulating new sales incentives to field representatives via wireless devices, or delivering invoices to customers. Ultimately, the end point might be the authorized archival or disposal of content that is beyond its useful life.

How content is created and managed is just as critical as where it is published. While content applications differ in the types of content they use, they share a common lifecycle for the content. The lifecycle has four major stages:

- Creating and capturing content
- Managing content
- Delivering content
- Archiving content

Documentum5 has core capabilities supporting each of these lifecycle stages, including tools for collaborating on content and automating business process workflows.

The Content Lifecycle

Creating and Capturing Content

The first job of a content management system is to collect the relevant content and add it to the corporate content repository. Content comes from a variety of sources, both internal and external to the company.

Documentum5 integrates with authoring applications such as Microsoft Office products, Adobe publishing products, XML authoring tools, and CAD applications, enabling application users to add and retrieve content files directly from content repository. The integration uses standard protocols and interfaces such as WebDAV and ODMA. Documentum Web Publisher provides a powerful tool for creating Web content as well as managing it.
Integration with Authoring Tools

Documentum5 also provides tools for aggregating and importing large volumes of content from disparate sources, including ERP/CRM systems, e-mail systems (such as Microsoft Exchange or Lotus Notes), and other enterprise applications. It supports document scanning, on an ad-hoc basis or production scale, to convert critical paper-based information into electronic content that can be managed as part of the content management system.

Documentum provides an environment in which users can communicate, coordinate, and collaborate as they develop content. Users can use virtual whiteboards, threaded discussions, and instant messaging to work together, simultaneously taking advantage of content management features to store and control the content they develop. Documentum eRoom Enterprise delivers a universally accessible Web-based collaborative environment that exposes content management services. Integrating collaboration with content management allows distributed teams to more effectively plan, strategize, make decisions, and build consensus as they design new products, coordinate their supply chain, engage clients, and work on other key business initiatives. eRoom is designed to capture and preserve project content as the project grows in scale and scope. Users can easily save content to a Documentum repository and create a link within the eRoom work environment, ensuring that content is securely stored while providing controlled access to authorized users. Storing content in the repository also enables users to apply content services such as workflow and lifecycle management or automatically publish approved content.

Managing Content

The content repository is the foundation of the Documentum content management system. The content repository is a secure storage area that provides organized access to the content, regardless of the source of the content or its format.

Documentum5 can store content files natively in all known formats, including rich media or compound formats, and is easily extensible to new formats. The repository tracks an extensive set of attributes or properties about each content item. These attributes serve as metadata describing the content. The repository uses the metadata to organize the content, and users can use it to search for content that is relevant to them. The set of attributes stored for each item is configurable and fully extensible.
Each item in the repository is protected by powerful and flexible security that control who can access the content and what level of access each person has. Documentum5 can control access with user- or role-based security. Content can be encrypted in the repository or when it is delivered to a user. Documentum5 can secure content beyond the repository with solutions (such as digital rights management and records management, LDAP, SSL, and digital certificate support), essential for electronic submissions and secure e-commerce.

Documentum5 provides automatic versioning capabilities to control, manage, and track multiple versions of the same content. It provides check-in and check-out capabilities that protect documents during editing to prevent conflicting edits. It tracks major and minor document versions. It can create renditions in multiple formats, such as PDF and HTML, for delivery through any channel or device, and to automatically update these renditions when the original document is modified.

Documentum can manage links between related content and treat content in multiple formats as part of a single document, called a compound document or virtual document. For example, a Web page might consist of HTML text, images, and a stylesheet; in turn, the Web page might be part of a larger unit such as a product catalog. A Microsoft Office document might include links to other Office documents, such as an Excel spreadsheet embedded within a PowerPoint presentation. Virtual document management quickly assembles information from across the enterprise into custom documents. For example, it enables the quick assembly of electronic common technical documents (eCTDs), essential to e-submission of new drug applications (NDAs). It automatically handles existing links — when the PowerPoint document described above is added to the repository, the linked Excel file is also stored. Any or all of a virtual document’s contained documents can be assembled for publishing or perusal. Assembly and publishing services can be integrated with popular commercial word processors and publishing tools. The assembly can be dynamically controlled by business rules.
Documentum provides the ability to automatically parse, validate, transform and map incoming XML documents.

The Documentum content repository supports the scaling and administration tools necessary for enterprise-wide data storage, including distributed physical repositories, load balancing, backup and recovery, and auditing.

**Delivering Content**

Content delivery can take two forms, sometimes referred to as “pull” and “push.” Documentum provides the means for users and content applications to access the repository and “pull” content from it. It also provides a variety of publishing options that “push” content to other forums from which users can access them.

Content applications have a heterogeneous population of users — from IT personnel and developers to non-technical staff in many functional departments. Documentum5 provides appropriate interfaces for each group: power users need a full-featured interface to the content repository; content contributors need an intuitive interface that makes sense in the context of the business applications they use; content consumers need a straightforward way to search for relevant information in large repositories without knowing how that information is organized or stored.

Documentum products can make content available through specialized client applications, portals, and integrations with enterprise applications. Documentum also offers products for specialized content applications, such as digital asset management, Web publishing, or document control for compliance.

Content publication takes many forms in today’s enterprises. In addition to traditional printed documents and electronic document sharing, vital content is delivered electronically in a variety of forums, such as corporate Web sites, enterprise portals, and business-to-business or business-to-consumer distribution. Documentum enables a company to publish content through all of these channels, using the same source content. For example:

- Documentum Site Deployment Services (SDS) retrieves a Web site from a content repository and deploys the site to multiple servers or Internet service providers.
- Documentum Content Distribution Services provides a framework for distributing content to people both inside and outside of the company firewall. People subscribe to the content based on offers made available by the content provider. This product can automatically inform interested parties about updates to a repository and forward them the new or updated documents.
Documentum Web Publisher enables non-technical users to create, manage, and publish content to one or more multilingual Web sites. Users create Web content in one of the many popular authoring tools with which Web Publisher integrates or they can create Web content with the Web Publisher native XML editor. Web Publisher uses workflows and lifecycles to manage Web content. During specified states in a Web content lifecycle, Web Publisher transforms content to HTML, merges the content with predefined Web page templates, and publishes Web pages to a Web server.

Documentum provides the full range of publication services for XML documents, enabling companies to take full advantage of the power of rule-based XML processing. It can automatically divide XML documents into individual entities based on customer-defined rules. With its complete XSLT support, Documentum can publish single-sourced XML documents into multiple formats.

Archiving Content

Companies today need to be able to preserve content in a trusted, scalable, and cost-effective way. Documentum provides a flexible architecture that enables integration with any archival and storage system. Since the Documentum repository relies on a customer's underlying operating system and database, Documentum transparently supports any storage system exposed through a file system interface and supported by any of the relational databases that the Documentum repository supports. As a result, Documentum customers can take advantage of any type of storage infrastructure they choose, including JBOD, RAID, CD and DVD jukeboxes, optical laser disks, and tape data storage as well as sophisticated networked storage systems such as network attached storage (NAS) or storage area networks (SAN). Additionally, Documentum can natively support storage systems exposed through a proprietary API such as EMC Centera, a content addressed storage with built-in immutability and non-repudiation.

With companies required to meet a growing body of regulations governing electronic information, the content in the repository must be classified and stored. A company may be required to produce records on demand, recover deleted content, or prove that missing records and content were disposed of in accordance with law and corporate policies. Documentum's record management features enable organizations to cost-effectively archive or dispose of records after their administrative, regulatory, or legal justifications have elapsed. Organizations can implement rules-based policies, set event-based as well as absolute retention periods, and implement “holds” for suspending the records review and destruction cycle.
Processing Content

Many content assets within an enterprise follow a consistent path through the content lifecycle: content is created, reviewed, revised, and approved, then used and ultimately superseded or discarded. Documentum can automate the stages in the content’s life and the business processes for each stage. Workflows formalize the steps in a business process; lifecycles define the business rules for changes that apply to content as it moves through the stages of its life (such as Draft, In Review, Active, and Obsolete). Documentum can define and automate business processes associated with creating and distributing documents, including the ability to facilitate collaboration with outside partners and suppliers. For example, organizations can automate document workflow and lifecycle processes to enable compliance with records management policies and ISO certification procedures. Applications can require users to electronically sign off a document before passing the document to the next activity in a workflow or before moving the document forward in its lifecycle.

Content Lifecycle Management

Documentum’s Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services extend automated workflow processes to external participants, enabling companies to integrate partners into cross-enterprise collaborations. Partners can exchange content over the Internet, completely independent of their proprietary systems. They participate in workflows and lifecycles when they receive and act on e-mail messages or when e-mail triggers a workflow automatically at each partner’s organization. Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services allow the company to maintain complete control of a workflow even when associated tasks are performed by outside suppliers or partners. Additionally, Documentum workflows can integrate with other workflow systems, including enterprise business process management and EAI solutions such as BEA WebLogic Integration or TIBCO BusinessWorks.

One of the most difficult aspects of maintaining a large knowledge repository is organizing the information in a way that makes it easy for users to find. Users can locate documents based on their location in the repository or on the values of its attributes. If a document is in the wrong place or has incorrect attribute values, users may never find it. Documentum provides automated content analysis, classification, and categorization, which help extract information from unstructured documents and make it available for users. It can perform a semantic analysis that determines what each document is about, resulting in a list of the concepts discussed in that document. It can use the results of the analysis to automatically set values of document attributes or link the documents into appropriate locations.
Creating Content Applications

Documentum provides a complete, easy-to-use, consolidated development kit for any type of application requiring content management capabilities. It offers many options for integrating content management operations with existing client applications or rapidly building new applications, whether they are C, C++, Visual Basic, Java, Web server-based, or Web clients.

Documentum delivers pre-built content applications that can be configured or customized. Many aspects of Documentum content applications are controlled by text-based or XML-based configuration files, enabling customers to make significant changes to system appearance and behavior without writing any programming code. For example, customers can edit the text files containing the strings that appear in the user interface in order to “brand” the application in line with their corporate identity. For more extensive changes, customers can use Documentum developer tools to customize applications; for example, they can develop new controls, components, or Java classes. Components of the pre-built applications can also be integrated into new applications.

The Documentum repository includes a robust data dictionary, which is a collection of information about the repository and the objects contained within it. Applications can use the data dictionary to enforce business rules or provide assistance to users. For example, the data dictionary could specify that the value for a particular attribute must be unique, and applications can use that constraint when validating the data a user enters. By using the data dictionary, developers can ensure that all of the enterprise’s content applications use a uniform set of data validation criteria. The data dictionary also enables the grouping of attributes into categories that automatically control how the attributes are organized in the user interface.

Business logic encapsulated in core components can be exposed as Web services to provide access through other applications. Web services are a natural mechanism for integrating content management across systems, such as CRM, ERP, and portals.

Completing the Digital Value Chain

Documentum is a standards-based solution, making it straightforward to integrate applications with the rest of the computing infrastructure. Documentum is the only enterprise content management platform that provides the features necessary to support the full range of content applications, enabling companies to integrate various functions into a complete value chain. The digital value chain is the integrated set of applications and processes — within the enterprise and extending to suppliers, distributors, and customers — that support the creation, management, processing, distribution, and archival of any kind of electronic content.
The Documentum platform enables customers to integrate all types of content with packaged line of business (LOB) applications such as ERP and CRM applications. LOB applications are typically designed for handling a specific type of structured data for a specific purpose — for example, customer or inventory data. They usually have minimal capabilities for managing unstructured content, which can be limiting for users who often need to access, manipulate, or edit related unstructured content, such as invoices, contracts, SOPs, or safety data sheets. Integrating Documentum with these types of applications unifies the unstructured content across the enterprise with the structured content these applications manage, enriching the solution they provide.

For example, content-enabling a CRM application can connect a customer’s purchasing history (structured content) with the contracts and correspondence (unstructured content) related to this customer. Because a customer service representative can instantly access any and all information relevant to the customer, the representative can provide more complete service, eliminate delays associated with searching for content, and offer other purchasing opportunities.

By content-enabling packaged applications, customers can begin to realize some of the most important benefits of enterprise content management, including increased efficiency and reduced costs. Everyone across the enterprise gains the ability to access and interact with all types of information in any format, regardless of which application created that content. That makes users more efficient and effective. And because content can be used and reused many times over for new and different purposes, the useful life of content is extended beyond its original purpose. That increases the value of content while reducing the cost to create it.

These benefits signal an evolution in content management from a departmental application to an enterprise deployment as enterprise content management becomes a distinct and essential layer in the technology stack, similar to the relational database layer (RDBMS) or the application server layer. The content management layer will ultimately become as important as the RDBMS layer because of the sheer volume of unstructured content that organizations are managing and the value of unstructured content to the entire enterprise.

Documentum backs up our commitment to this objective by investing significant resources in development and integration tools. The tools enable organizations to incorporate complete content lifecycle services in their corporate IT infrastructure stack. Developers can access these services within their preferred development environment and create content-based applications using the best programming language. And they can leverage the pre-built connectors between Documentum products and the other applications in the enterprise software stack, including portals, application servers, and packaged applications. Implementing the enterprise content management layer brings together all parts of the enterprise and, just as important, different organizations outside the enterprise — enabling everyone to work together more efficiently. That’s when Documentum begins to truly unite the world through content.
System Architecture

“Architecture cannot be an afterthought.” — Howard Shao, EVP and Chief Technology Officer, Founder of Documentum

This chapter provides an overview of the key components of the Documentum architecture.

The Four Layers of the Documentum ECM Platform

Conceptually, the Documentum platform consists of four major layers:

- The services layer, consisting of Documentum Content Server and a variety of extended services, provides the content management functionality and serves as the foundation for all other products
- The interface layer, consisting of Documentum Foundation Classes (DFC) and its related APIs, provides communication between the services layer and the clients that use the services
- The client layer, consisting of end-user products, developer tools, and integrations with other systems, provides access to the content management functionality in the context of particular business functions
- The application layer, consisting of products from Documentum, its partners, or custom-built, provides the integrated applications that use content management functionality as part of their business solutions

The first three layers comprise the Documentum platform, supporting the application layer. Documentum also offers products that combine features from different layers to provide vertical solutions.

Content Repository and Services Layer

At the base of the Documentum platform is the enterprise content repository and Documentum Content Server, which manages the repository and implements the core content management capabilities. Content Server makes these capabilities available to clients and applications through the interface layer. Additional content management services can be added by installing various extended content services offerings, such as Content Transformation Services, Content Intelligence Services, Content Exchange Services, and Site Delivery Services.

Documentum Content Repository

Documentum Content Server is the software that manages the content repository and provides the fundamental content management capabilities. The Documentum content repository uses an extensible object model to store content and its associated metadata.

The enterprise content repository that Documentum manages is an abstract repository consisting of data stored in distinct physical sources; Content Server coordinates the different forms of data to create the object-based repository. Documents are composed of content files (the source file in its native format) and document attributes (also known as metadata or properties), such as document owner, version, and creation date. These attributes serve as metadata describing the content and the relationships between this content and other objects in the repository. The repository uses the metadata to organize the content, and users can use it to search for content that is relevant to them.

A Documentum repository can store its content files in any of these types of storage:
- In a directory structure in the server host’s file system or an external storage facility. Content Server maintains its content store in a protected set of directories, so that users do not have uncontrolled access to them from outside of the Documentum system. Where security is paramount, the content can be encrypted using Trusted Content Services.
- In a relational database management system (RDBMS) as Binary Large Objects (BLOBs) or data in varchar fields.
- On a content-addressed storage device provided by vendors such as EMC or NetApp.
- In an external storage area, such as a legacy system where content is outside the direct control of Documentum.

Users and developers access any of these storage areas in the same way, so the underlying storage system is transparent. In fact, a given piece of content can move from one storage area to another as part of its lifecycle without requiring any changes at all to programming code or user navigation.

Document attributes are stored in tables in a relational database. The set of attributes stored for each item is configurable and fully extensible. It can include attributes required to have a single value, such as the document's globally unique identifier, and attributes that can have multiple values, such as keywords describing the content.

In addition to the content files and the attributes describing them, the repository includes a set of full-text indexes created by Content Server's embedded Verity full-text search engine. The full-text indexes enable content-based searching of the repository. When a document is added to the repository, the associated content files are added to the storage area's index the next time the index is updated. Indexing a document enables users to search not only the data from the document’s content file but also selected attributes.

Content Repository Structure

Content Server integrates the content files and associated metadata into document objects and provides object-based access to the resulting documents. From the point of view of a client application, there is a single repository whose implementation details are irrelevant. The server treats the content files and metadata as part of a single entity and handles updates to the document object as a single transaction: it updates both elements in concert or updates neither of them. The server automatically updates the index entries as well, ensuring that the three types of data cannot get out of synchronization.

Content Server enforces proper security measures to ensure that only authorized users can access the content files, metadata, or indexes. No user or application can bypass the server to access the data directly through the file system or database software.
Content Server can also store information that is not directly related to particular content. Developers can register database tables with Content Server, thereby making them available for querying and updating through Content Server facilities.

Large enterprises can require a distributed repository or multiple Documentum content repositories. For example, a global company might have a Documentum content repository in each geographical region, with the goal of storing content locally to the users who work on it. Content Server provides the building blocks for implementing distributed environments in a way that provides universal access while preserving system performance. The platform is scalable at all levels, from the design of the data structures in the database through the deployment of server host machines to the distribution of sites in far-flung locales. The repository still appears to client applications as a unified whole despite the fact that its components are distributed across the globe.

**Content Objects**

In an object-based system like Documentum, an object is a component consisting of both data (content files, attributes, and relationships in the case of documents) and instructions for the operations available to be performed on that data (called methods). Just like the set of attributes, the set of methods for an object is configurable and extensible using Documentum development tools. Developers can create new object types that behave exactly as their specific business needs require.
Client applications interact with document objects by calling their methods. From the client application's point of view, the methods are the same regardless of the format of the underlying content file. The encapsulation of the differences between formats enables content management applications to remain independent of formatting concerns.

Content Server is an object-based system: everything that users manipulate — documents, folders, security profiles, business processes, and so on — is stored and managed by Content Server as an object. Even the structural elements that define the repository itself are objects, including location objects, format objects, and relationship objects. The Documentum object model is the structure by which the server organizes the content and control mechanisms of repositories.

In object-based systems, object classes are organized into a hierarchy, which each object inheriting attributes and behavior (methods) from its “parent” in the tree. In the Documentum object hierarchy, the parent for most of the objects developers manipulate is SysObject. Objects derived from SysObject have SysObject attributes and methods as well as attributes and methods specific to that type of object.

All core enterprise content objects in a Documentum repository — documents, folders, cabinets, and others — are subtypes of SysObject. When this paper refers to a content object, it is referring to a SysObject.

**Content Server**

The core services offered by Content Server can be divided into four categories, each of which builds on the previous categories:

- **Repository services**, which manage the data structures underlying the content and the repository itself
- **Library services**, which manage content objects
- **Core content management services**, which manage relationships between content objects in the repository, transforming them into units of business intelligence
- **Process automation services**, which manage changes made to the content as part of a business process

These services are available as methods of one or more Documentum object types.
Repository Services

The coordination of data from multiple sources into a content repository is an example of Content Server's repository services. Content Server integrates the data in a way that ensures its integrity and security. It follows a transactional model, making sure not to commit changes in one place if it cannot make the corresponding changes in all places. The architecture ensures that Content Server is fault tolerant. Content Server also includes the tools necessary to administer the underlying data sources, including a complete administration application, auditing and tracking facilities, and replication and load balancing processes for distributed configurations.

Content Server stores and maintains a data dictionary, which is a collection of information about the repository and the objects contained within it. Applications can use the data dictionary to enforce business rules or provide assistance to users. For example, the data dictionary could specify that the value for a particular attribute must be unique, and applications can use that constraint when validating the data a user enters. Or, the data dictionary could contain a list of possible values (either a fixed list or a query returning a list) that applications can display to users as the available choices. The data dictionary can store error messages, help text, and user interface labels, all of which are available to content management applications.

Content applications use a name server called a DocBroker to identify the Content Server repositories that are available to it. When a client application wants to connect to a repository, the client contacts the DocBroker and requests the information it needs to connect with a server for the requested repository. The address of the DocBroker is identified in a configuration file (dmcl.ini) on the client machine. The DocBroker sends back the IP address for the host on which such a server resides and the port number that the server is using. If there are multiple servers for the repository, the DocBroker returns connection information for all of them, along with a proximity value indicating the server's relative distance from the client. The client session uses that information to choose a server and open the connection.

Data security is a critical consideration for enterprise content. Content Server requires a password for access to the repository, but does not store the password. It offers different and extensible options for how it authenticates users, such as contacting the operating system or an external directory via a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) service. If a user needs to open another session with the same repository, the application can use a ticketed login to avoid sending the user's password. When the first service call is made, the service requests that the server generates a login ticket and sends it back with the result message. The client then retrieves the ticket from the response and uses it in lieu of the password when establishing a new session with the repository.
Library Services

Where repository services relate to the underlying structure of the repository, library services relate to the content objects. Library services transform the content repository into a library, controlling user access to each object in the repository. Every object has an associated access control list (ACL) or permission set that defines which users, groups, or roles can access the object and which operations they can perform. Content Server enforces seven levels of base object-level permissions and five extended object-level permissions. Organizations can define roles with specific application responsibilities and permissions.

Content Server provides check-in and check-out services to ensure that users with permission to edit content do not overwrite each other's revisions or make incompatible updates. It also has automatic versioning capabilities for controlling, managing, and tracking multiple versions of the same content. Each distinct version is an object with its own version label. Content Server uses the version labels to create a "version tree" that captures the relationships between the versions.

Customers can establish many types of relationships between objects in the Documentum repository. Content Server includes several types of system-defined relationships, such as the relationship between a document and a note object representing annotations to the document or the relationship between a document and the workflow and lifecycles assigned to it. In addition, users can define custom relationships. For example, a relationship could be defined between two document types such that a document of one type is automatically updated when a document of the other type is updated. Developers can define this type of relationship and write procedures to manage it.
Core Content Management Services

What constitutes a document, as a unit of content that is processed together, depends on the business process the content plays a part in. From a business perspective, a “document” may well consist of multiple components in different files or formats. Therefore, content management systems need to be able to treat multiple objects in the repository as part of the same overarching document. Virtual documents are an example where Content Server manages the relationship between objects so that they appear to client applications as a single entity. Content Server's core content management services provide other examples: renditions, annotations, and version trees.

A rendition is an alternate representation of the content of a document, differing from the original in its format or its usage. Content Server can store content in the repository in any number of renditions; for example, a document might be stored as a Microsoft Word file, a Word file in Macintosh format, an Adobe Acrobat PDF file, and an HTML file with associated image files. A rich media file might have a full-length video rendition, a thumbnail rendition (storyboard), and a low-resolution rendition. Like versions, all renditions are treated as part of the same document. Content Server can automatically generate renditions of content using converters that are available through Documentum.

Annotations are comments that a user attaches to a document or other content. Throughout a document’s lifecycle, and often even after it has been published, people may need to record editorial suggestions and comments. The ability to attach comments to a document without modifying the original text is very helpful. Annotations are implemented as note objects, which Content Server associates with the content objects they relate to.

A feature of both content management and process management services, virtual documents are a way to link individual documents into one larger document. An individual document can belong to multiple virtual documents. When the individual documents change, the change appears in every virtual document that contains that document. (Content Server also supports assemblies, which are virtual documents built from specific versions of their component documents, so that future changes are not included.) Any or all of a virtual document’s contained documents can be assembled for publishing or perusal. Content Server can integrate the assembly and publishing services with popular commercial word processors and publishing tools. The assembly can be dynamically controlled by business rules.

The core content management services enable companies to create rich repositories with an internal structure supporting the native structure of complex documents and logical organization of content based on actual business
processes. To help client applications search for content within the repository, Content Server supports Document Query Language (DQL). DQL is a superset of SQL that provides a common, unified query language for all objects in the content repository. It enables you to search for content based on its attributes (including attributes it inherits from objects above it in the object hierarchy), the full text of its content files, its relationship to other repository objects, or a combination of these options. DQL respects the security of the content, returning only objects that the user is authorized to see. Content Server has a built-in query optimizer for best performance.

**XML Content Management Services**

As part of the core content management services, Documentum provides a rich set of services for dealing natively with XML content throughout the content lifecycle. All standard Documentum services are available for XML content, as well as special XML processing.

XML is used for many purposes, and Documentum enables customers to create different XML schemas to represent different document types such as contracts, technical manuals, and catalogs. Each document type is likely to require distinct processing based on their required business behavior. Documentum provides a mechanism known as XML applications that allows highly configurable processing of XML documents of different types. There are no limitations to how many different XML applications an implementation can have.

Documentum Application Builder provides interfaces for creating XML applications without any coding. Configurable aspects of an XML application include:

- Validation requirements, which determine whether the XML content is checked for well-formedness or is validated against a schema or document type definition (DTD)
- “Chunking” rules, which control how XML documents are divided into reusable component objects and stored as virtual documents
- Link recognition and parsing, which enables the application to recognize linking constructs in XML content and to automatically import, manage, and patch linked resources
- Handling of parsed entities, ndata entities, and base64-encoded content
- Automatically applying Documentum management features to XML “chunks,” such as assigning object types, setting security, creating folders, populating metadata, or assigning lifecycles

Documentum XML applications can also store and manage related XML files such as stylesheets, DTDs, schemas, editor stylesheets, and customizations. Documentum manages the distribution of these supporting files to clients as required.

XML applications work in conjunction with all of the Documentum library service operations. Whenever an XML file is checked in or checked out from the repository, Documentum invokes the XML processing necessary to parse or reconstruct the complete XML document. With Documentum's built-in XSLT engine, XSL transformations can be invoked directly from the repository, with the results stored back in the repository.

Documentum provides additional search capabilities for XML content. DQL has the ability to search within elements and attributes in XML content. XDQL is an XML interface to the DQL Query interface that returns search results as XML streams. XDQL also supports applying XSL stylesheets to returned results. One common use of XDQL is calling it from within XSL stylesheets, enabling the transformation to dynamically retrieve content and metadata from the repository.
Process Automation Services

The process automation services provided by Content Server allow companies to define and enforce business rules and policies while users create, manipulate, or access content. They promote streamlining and optimization of business processes. The primary process automation features of Content Server are workflows and lifecycles.

A workflow formalizes and automates a business process, such as an insurance claims process or an engineering development process. The model supports both production and ad hoc workflows, enabling customers to manage the flow of information and tasks within and beyond the enterprise. Workflows can formalize long-lived business processes spanning days, months, or years. They can apply to individual documents, groups of documents, and virtual documents. Like all Content Server elements, workflow definitions are stored as reusable objects. After the business process is formalized in a workflow definition, users can use the definition to repeatedly perform the business process with different content.

Because a workflow’s definition is separate from its runtime instantiation, multiple workflows based on the same definition can be run concurrently. Workflows can describe simple or complex business processes. A workflow can be serial, with activities occurring one after another, or parallel, with all activities happening at the same time, or can combine serial and parallel activity sequences. It can include explicit flows for exception or rejection cases as well as normal “forward” progress through the business process. The workflow engine determines the path that content takes through the flow by evaluating data-driven transition conditions after each activity.

Activities can generate work items in the Inboxes of the activity’s designated performers. The designated performers can be specific users or roles that are dynamically resolved at runtime, such as the manager of the user who initiated the workflow. Work items represent work to be performed on the objects being routed through the workflow. Users with appropriate permissions can modify in-progress workflows and dynamically change the workflow routing. Workflow and event notifications are automatically issued through standard electronic mail systems while documents remain under secure server control in the repository.

Many content assets within an enterprise have a recognizable life cycle. A document is created, often through a defined process of authoring and review, and then is used and ultimately archived or discarded. Documentum Content Server’s lifecycle management services automate the stages in a document’s life. A lifecycle object identifies a set of states that define the stages in a document's life. A change from one state to another is governed by business rules. The rules are implemented as requirements that the object must meet to enter a state, actions to be performed on entering a state, and actions to be performed after entering a state. Change of a lifecycle state can also be associated with an automatic change of document's access control, trigger workflows, generate a rendition, modify the document's attributes, or change its physical location.
For example, a typical lifecycle for Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) document has the states draft, review, rewrite, approved, and obsolete. Before an SOP can move from the rewrite state to the approved state, business rules may require the SOP to be signed off by a company vice president and converted to HTML format, for publishing on a company Web site. After the SOP enters the approved state, an action can send an e-mail message to the employees informing them of the SOP's availability.

Lifecycles identify states that documents can be in; they do not define when or how a document is promoted into each state. Workflows, on the other hand, are active. The defined business process is a connected network of activities, including information about who performs each activity and when each activity is performed. A document can participate in multiple workflows at the same time, but can have only one lifecycle.

Workflows and lifecycles automate business processes and policies related to specific content within the repository. Content Server also supports the automation of other required processes, such as administration tasks. Agents can be created to run jobs on a defined schedule. The jobs run in the background and generate trace logs that record their activity.

Content Server Extensions

Documentum provides a number of products that extend the capabilities of Content Server beyond its core content management services. They can extend any aspect of the content management framework: the content files (Media Services), the attributes (Content Intelligence Services), or the content capture and delivery (Content Exchange Services and Site Delivery Services).

Media Services

Media Services is server software that integrates with Content Server to allow Documentum to convert content into other file formats. Media Services provides value-added management capabilities for specific rich media formats such as images, audio, video, and complex data formats of specialized applications including Quark QuarkXPress, Adobe InDesign, and Microsoft PowerPoint.

Media Services includes the following major components:

- Media Server, which provides the framework for file format analysis, property extraction, thumbnail creation, and transformation. It provides robust queuing and application monitoring of Media Plug-ins.
- Media Plug-Ins implement file format-specific capabilities to identify and extract properties, such as height, width, color mode, and compression, and generate thumbnails and low-resolution renditions of media objects. The plug-ins can convert files from one format to another (for example, from TIFF to JPEG, or from WAV to MP3). Plug-ins also provide users with the ability to perform transformations such as resizing, flipping, or rotating an image.
- A software development kit (SDK) allows customers and system integrators to create additional plug-ins for other formats, to extend the Media Services capabilities for specific solutions.
- Thumbnail Server, which is a dedicated server for secure, high-performance delivery of thumbnails directly to a browser from a Documentum repository. Applications retrieve the thumbnails from the repository as needed. The thumbnails are stored in file stores that are defined as the thumbnail storage areas.
- Streaming Server integration provides low-latency delivery of video and audio files directly from a Documentum repository. Third-party streaming servers integrate directly to Content Server file stores.
Documentum provides plug-ins for most commonly used file formats and transformations, such as:

- Transforming images into other formats
- Performing image manipulation such as cropping, changing dimensions, or changing the color profile
- Transcoding video into Web-ready formats
- Applying optical character recognition to scanned documents and converting them into full-text indexed PDF files
- Building a new PowerPoint presentation from individual slides contained within other presentations already in the repository

The capabilities of Media Services can be accessed in a number of ways. A user may request a transformation on demand through a Documentum client, or a workflow task can request a transformation to include automated conversion of content as part of a business process. When a user adds a rich media object to the repository, Content Server recognizes its format as rich media. Content Server adds a processing request into the queue for Media Services. The Media Server retrieves the request and sends it to the appropriate plug-in for processing. The plug-in generates media properties, thumbnails, low-resolution renditions, generates storyboards if applicable, and performs transformations if requested. When the plug-in processing is complete, the Media Server updates the original objects, adding attributes and alternate renditions if necessary. The results of transformations are stored back into the repository, either as a new rendition of the source object or as a brand new object. When a new object is created, Documentum automatically creates a relationship between the source and derived objects, to allow the user or an application to track how and when the derived object was created.

Content Server stores thumbnails in a special file store that is shared with the Thumbnail Server. The Thumbnail Server is a server that uses Java servlets to manage thumbnail representations and HTTP technology to accelerate the display of thumbnail images in Web client applications.

With streaming server integration, when content in a streaming media format is checked into the repository, Content Server recognizes the format and figures out how the object should be processed and where it should be stored. The Content Server stores the streaming media in a separate file store from which the media can be streamed directly to the client.
Content Intelligence Services

Content Intelligence Services (CIS) uses an independent server to analyze documents in a Documentum repository and extract a list of properties that describes each document. These properties can describe any aspect of the document for which CIS can extract or derive a value: its physical characteristics (such as file size or format), its repository attributes (such as object type or version number), metatags from inside the document (such as title or author), or custom properties. CIS performs a semantic analysis that determines what each document is about, using a customized taxonomy that lists the concepts to look for and identifies the evidence for the concepts.

When CIS is done analyzing a document, it has a list of the concepts discussed in that document. It can use any of the information it extracts in order to automatically set document attributes or link the document into appropriate locations in the repository. Extracting information from the document content and adding it to the document’s attributes transforms unstructured data into searchable structured data. Because CIS adds attributes programmatically, they make consistent use of a standard vocabulary.

Content Intelligence Services goes through several steps to analyze a document it processes:

1. CIS retrieves a document from the Documentum repository. Based on information from the physical properties of the file itself, it constructs a list of property-value pairs describing the document.
2. CIS determines the file format of the document, then uses an extractor for that format to extract additional metadata properties and add them to the list of property-value pairs.
3. CIS breaks up the document content into individual paragraphs and converts it into a normalized XML format.
4. CIS uses the taxonomy definition to perform a conceptual analysis of the XML-formatted document content. Based on the evidence it finds in the document, the server creates the concept list.

Extracting information from a document with Content Intelligence Services

5. CIS identifies key concepts within the document based on the evidence it has extracted. These concepts are used to create links to other documents or repositories.

```plaintext
CIS Internal Property List

DRIVER, Object ID = 4133443
DRIVER, Version = 2.2
DRIVER, Owner = "Mary Jones"
DRIVER, Title = "XML Technology White Paper"
PHYSICAL, Filename = "XML_WP.DOC"
PHYSICAL, Size = 127 KB
DOCUMENT, Author = "Mary P. Jones"
DOCUMENT, Title = "Integrating with XML"
DOCUMENT, Subject = "XML"
FILTER, Abstract = "This document explains how to integrate XML into our product suite."
```
5. CIS updates the repository based on the results of the analysis, setting document attributes, linking the document to new locations in the repository, or both.

Content Aggregation, Content Distribution, and Inter-Enterprise Workflow

Documentum provides a set of products that automate content exchange and cross-enterprise collaboration. Specifically, the following three products fall into this group:

- **Content Aggregation Services** — Collecting content from multiple sources, normalizing it, and storing it in the central content repository
- **Content Distribution Services** — Distributing content from the repository to multiple subscribers based on business rules
- **Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services** — Integrating people external to the organization into a business process involving content from the repository

**Note:** In Documentum 5.2, the available products include Documentum Content Distribution Services and Documentum Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services. The content aggregation features are not yet generally available.

Content aggregation involves a scheduled agent that searches possible sources for relevant content. It can retrieve content from a variety of sources, such as file systems, Web sites, or databases. When the aggregation agent finds content that needs to be added to the repository, it follows these steps:

1. It retrieves the content using standard protocols such as HTTP, ICE, or SOAP.
2. It determines the format of the content and performs any transformations necessary to prepare it for the Documentum repository. The set of available transformations is configurable and extensible.
3. It adds the new content to the appropriate location in the repository.
Once the content is saved in the repository, all of the content management services are available for processing it. In many cases, the new content has a workflow process associated with it.

Documentum Content Distribution Services has two major components: a Content Distribution Services server (CDS server) and multiple subscribers. CDS server monitors one or more content repositories for updates, packages the new or updated content, and distributes it to subscribers. The server also manages the list of subscribers: their privileges, which content each subscriber is interested in, and how and where to deliver the updates. The subscriber accepts content packages from CDS server and updates its local content repository as appropriate.

A CDS server serves any number of subscribers. The server can offer content from Documentum repositories or Site Caching Services repositories, from relational databases, or from file-based repositories.

Subscribers can receive content using one of three delivery protocols:

- Information and Content Exchange (ICE), an industry-standard message protocol for content distribution
- File Transfer Protocol (FTP), the Internet standard for simple file transfers
- E-mail using Internet standard Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)

Documentum Content Distribution Services includes ICE-compliant CDS client software that a distributor can distribute to its subscribers. However, subscribers need not use the CDS client software to receive content through FTP or e-mail.

A content distributor may want to modify or enhance the content before delivering it to subscribers. For example, they might add a header to each document with their company logo or a date stamp. Content Distribution Services enable modification of the offer content using templates. A template contains instructions for manipulating offer content, which CDS server performs before sending the content to a subscriber. Content Distribution Services supports JSP templates and XSL transformations for XML documents.

Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services (IWS) is an ebXML-ready multi-protocol server that enables workflow processes to be shared with internal and external systems and individuals. With IWS, Documentum workflows can
be extended across a company's firewall to include business partners. IWS also enables integration of Documentum workflows with workflow engines, including EAI and BPM systems as well as with workflows from other enterprise applications. It leverages open standards such as XML, SMTP, and HTTP/S to enable easy integration with other systems and to allow partners to exchange data over the Internet safely and securely. Partners participate in workflows when they receive and act on e-mail messages, or when e-mail triggers a workflow automatically at each partner's organization. When security is critical, Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services encrypts content through a secure socket layer (SSL) and supports digital certificates to authenticate users and content.

**Site Delivery Services**

Documentum Site Delivery Services combines two Documentum products — Site Caching Services and Site Deployment Services — to publish content to multiple Web sites.

Documentum Site Caching Services provides a high performance repository for content delivery to Web applications. This repository serves as a cache for published content, allowing Web site managers to use the versioning, workflow, document lifecycle, and other content management capabilities of Content Server to maintain Web content. The Web site manager identifies groups of documents to publish to the Web, which version and format to publish, and when to publish them. Updates are staged in a way that prevents version inconsistencies.

In addition to publishing content files to a Web site, Site Caching Services can optionally export document attributes to a database on the Web server. Application servers can access the attributes and provide application and personalization services based on the data. For example, they could insert the attributes into HTML metatags in the content files themselves, categorize the content based on their attributes, or personalize the content you display to different users. For example, a Web site for music lovers might classify documents by type of music. Classical music lovers see content related to symphony orchestras, while country music fans see content related to country singers and groups.
Publishing to a Web site with Site Caching Services

The Site Caching Services software is composed of two separately installed components: source software and target software. The source software is installed on a Content Server host machine. The target software is installed on a Web site host. The target software can be installed on multiple hosts, allowing a single repository to support multiple Web sites.

When publishing is initiated, either on demand or as part of an automated publication schedule, the Site Caching Services source software connects to the repository and locates the Web publishing configuration to use for publication. It queries the repository for the content it needs to publish, retrieving the content files and creating attribute files (in XML format) if that option is selected. The source software writes the files as an export data set on the file system of the Content Server host machine.

After the content files and attributes are exported from the repository, the source software connects to the Web server host as a transfer user. Site Caching Services can connect using the HTTP protocol, which does not encrypt data, or the HTTPS protocol, which encrypts data and is more secure. When the connection to the Web server host is established, Site Caching Services transfers the export data set to a directory on the Web server host, creating a Site Caching Services repository on the target machine. From here, the target software copies the content files to the Web site (in a directory structure that corresponds to the repository folder structure from which the files were published) and updates the attributes database on the Web server using the information from the attribute files.

The Site Caching Services repository on the Web server is available to other applications, not only the target Site Caching Services software. For example, another Documentum services offering, Site Deployment Services, retrieves the Web site from the Site Caching Services repository and deploys the site to multiple servers or Internet Service Providers. Site Deployment Services can be configured to automatically deliver content on a scheduled basis, synchronizing deployment to any number of global Web servers.
Interface Layer

Clients and applications use the interface layer to communicate with Content Server and interact with the content repository. The interface layer consists of Documentum Foundation Classes (DFC) and a number of standard interfaces built on top of DFC. Collectively, these products form the Documentum application programming interface (DAPI).
**Documentum Foundation Classes**

Documentum Foundation Classes (DFC) represents the richest API exposing all Documentum functionality. DFC provides an object-oriented framework for accessing the capabilities of Content Server. DFC exposes the Documentum object model as an object-oriented client library for content management applications to use. It is an API that can be used from a host of applications, including those developed in Java, Visual Basic, C#, and C++.

DFC is implemented as a set of Java classes and interfaces, along with a Java-COM bridge for accessing DFC via COM from Visual Basic or Visual C++.

Every computer running an application that accesses Content Server has a copy of the DFC software running on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The application on the client machine performs a method call through DFC, which translates the call into the Content Server’s native API. Content Server instantiates the object, executes the method call, and returns the result to the client application.

---

**Simple Client and Server Architecture**

Applications access Content Server through DFC using a client object. Creating a client object loads the necessary shared libraries. The client object interface then serves as a factory for session objects, which represent connections to the repository. The application creates new repository objects or obtains references to existing objects through the session interface. Programmers familiar with the standard Java database connectivity package, JDBC, will see the similarities between that programming model and the DFC model.

---

**Documentum Business Object Framework**

Documentum also provides a way to extend DFC using the Documentum Business Objects Framework (BOF). Documentum Business Objects Framework provides a framework and a methodology to develop reusable business logic components called Business Objects. This framework is built into DFC and accessible from applications written using DFC. It is designed to provide the ability to develop pluggable components, each component implementing one or more middle-tier business rules. BOF can implement business logic in reusable business object components that can be plugged into middle-tier or client applications.

BOF enables programmers to develop highly reusable components that can be shared by multiple applications. For example, a catalog application would likely include a business object representing a product. The product business
object has a number of attributes, such as the product name and SKU number, as well as a number of methods that implement the specific handling of products in the organization. For example, the Update method knows where product information is stored in the content repository and can keep it all synchronized. It can also maintain links to related information, such as the manufacturer data. All of these details are hidden from the application using the product business object. The business object provides a clearly defined high-level interface that the developer of a catalog application can easily understand. Once the product business object is created, it can be incorporated into other business objects such as a catalog object.

There are two types of Documentum Business Objects, type-based business objects and service-based business objects. A type-based business object can extend a Content Server persistent object type and extend its capabilities by providing new methods for those types and allow overriding of existing methods. A type-based business object enables developers to define type-specific behavior without the need to customize each client type — the same business object can be used with Webtop- or Desktop-based applications. A service-based business object provides methods that perform more generalized procedures that are not usually bound to a specific object type or repository.

At any level, a method of a business object can be called by other DFC-based applications. JSP, ASP, Visual Basic, and other languages all have access to the business objects.

Web Services

DFC and BOF enable developers to encapsulate custom business logic that can be exposed as Web services. They provide a way to call functions on other computers across the intranet or World Wide Web. For example, a CRM system can communicate with Documentum through Web services. For Documentum customers, this means broader, industry standard access to content management functionality.

Developers can create their own services on our platform. Developers work with their preferred development environments, toolkits, and application servers to develop Web services over the Documentum API. Web services can be deployed on a Web server, where they are available to any networked client — a desktop application, a Web application or portal, or even another Web service or remote client/system.

For example, a BOF service could advertise its location so it can be found from remote locations across the Internet. One Web Services standard component, Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI), provides the ability to register the service for discovery. Once the remote computer locates the service using UDDI, it sends a remote function call to the service using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Unlike the binary protocols used with RPC and RMI, which are also remote function calling protocols, SOAP uses XML and HTTP to transfer parameters and return results in the form of SOAP Envelopes. The SOAP Envelopes were designed so that they can carry content in various forms.
For further details about Documentum support for Web services, refer to the technical white paper Developing Web Services with Documentum on Documentum Web site at www.documentum.com.

**Standard-Based Interfaces**

Documentum provides a number of standard interfaces in addition to the DFC API, simplifying access to the repository from authoring applications, application servers, and other components of the enterprise infrastructure. The standard interfaces include:

- ODBC and OLEDB — Many reporting tools, such as Crystal Reports and Microsoft Access, leverage Microsoft data access protocols for communicating with the Documentum repository using Documentum ODBC Reporting Services.
- JDBC — Many application server applications use the standard Java data access protocol to access content in the Documentum repository through Documentum JDBC Services.
- WebDAV — Documentum WebDAV Services provides a WebDAV server that enables WebDAV-aware applications, such as Adobe Photoshop and Documentum Desktop for Macintosh, to use this protocol to communicate with the Documentum repository.
- FTP — Documentum FTP Services is a FTP server for the Documentum repository that enables tools such as Macromedia Dreamweaver to integrate with the repository using the Internet-standard file transfer protocol.

**Client Layer**

The client layer consists of basic applications for users to access the Documentum repository. It includes end-user interfaces, administrator tools, and integrations with popular authoring tools and enterprise applications.

Applications on the client layer are built from reusable components that build on the content management services available from lower layers in the architecture. A Documentum client application is a collection of components that work together to fulfill a business purpose. The same components may appear in other client applications or as portlets in an enterprise portal. Because components of both Microsoft Windows-based applications and Web-based applications share the repository's data dictionary and business objects, developers and users can be sure of consistent results from all client applications.

**Microsoft Windows-Based Applications**

Documentum Desktop is a Microsoft Windows application that gives end-users access to one or more Documentum repositories and exposes all enterprise document management capabilities. It is integrated with Windows Explorer, presenting repository contents in an interface parallel to Explorer's access to file-system contents.
The functionality of Documentum Desktop is made available through COM components. Some of the components are written in Visual Basic, and the source code is provided. A workstation running Documentum Desktop has a copy of DFC, which the components use to communicate with one or more Content Servers.

Documentum Desktop also provides integration to popular third-party applications, such as Microsoft Office, to allow them to request content management services directly from the application's user interface. Documentum Desktop includes these integrations among others:

- Windows Explorer
- Microsoft Office
- Microsoft Outlook
- Acrobat Business Tools and Exchange
- Arbortext Epic and other XML editors

Developers can customize Documentum Desktop components or use the components in custom applications.

For activities that do not require immediate interaction with Content Server, Documentum Desktop offers the option to “work offline.” This feature enables users to download content from the Documentum repository to their local machine and work on them while disconnected from the repository. When they reconnect to the repository, the system synchronizes the offline content with the matching objects in the repository. The synchronization process updates the repository with any changes the user has stored on the local machine.

Authoring Integration Services (AIS) provides integration with content authoring tools to Documentum on both Macintosh and Windows platforms. AIS includes a server component that allows network drive access through a client's operating system. This server allows the operating system to treat the Documentum repository as a file system without compromising its security. From the authoring tools' point of view, they are reading and writing file from a disk. The AIS server is the primary access point for browsing, reading from and writing to the Documentum repository.

Additional client side development provides enhanced Documentum-specific features including import, check out, check in, metadata update, and version control. This development is achieved through the unified client framework.
The unified client framework provides a mechanism in which client applications can interact with Documentum to utilize common content management functions such as metadata assignment, versioning, and lifecycle initiation.

**Documentum Web-Based Applications**

Documentum Webtop is a Web-based application that gives end-users access to one or more Documentum repositories. It provides a user environment similar to Documentum Desktop, running through a browser rather than Microsoft Windows Explorer.

**Documentum Webtop**

Webtop includes a branding service that enables customers to customize the look of their application user interfaces. The branding service manages the user interface appearance using themes, which incorporate images, icons, and cascading style sheets. The user interface controls, such as the OK button, label title, and View tab bar, can be configured with a cascading style sheet style and the location of the image files used to render that control. Users can select from among the available themes. In multilingual environments, users can select their desired language for the user interface when they log in.

Webtop is built using the Documentum Web Development Kit (WDK). Just as developers can incorporate Documentum Desktop components in a Windows application (as delivered or in customized form), they can use WDK components in custom Web applications. The WDK uses a development approach based on a form-control-event approach, consistent with .NET WebForms and the developing Java Server Faces standard (JSR 127). This approach enables developers to create production-quality user interfaces far more quickly than traditional Web development techniques.

The WDK component model encapsulates customized and localized functionality into a package of closely related files, managed separately from the base product to ensure that the functionality is preserved during an upgrade. Any file — XML configuration file, user interface string resource, JSP layout file, Java class file, cascading style sheet — can be copied into the custom area and modified. The files can be modified so that they inherit most of their behavior from the Documentum-delivered versions of the files, enabling them to override behavior where necessary without having to duplicate existing behavior.
Many key Documentum applications are built using WDK. For example, many Documentum products include a WDK-based administration module. Documentum Administrator, the core administration application for Content Server, is a WDK application. Documentum Web Publisher is a WDK-based application that enables customers to create, manage, and publish Web pages and Web sites using Documentum content management capabilities. Documentum Digital Asset Manager is a WDK-based tool for marketing departments or any other organization that deals with rich media.

Documentum WDK client applications access Content Server functionality in the same way as Documentum Desktop applications. The only difference with WDK applications is that the machine requesting services is the application server, not the end-user's workstation. WDK components, working with the application server, communicate with Content Server and pass the results to the user's browser.

**Content Services Integration with Enterprise Applications**

Documentum offers several products that enable interaction with the Documentum content management system from within other enterprise applications. Among the products are:

- Documentum Content Services for SAP
- Documentum Content Services for Siebel eBusiness Application
- Documentum Content Services for Lotus Notes Mail
- Documentum Content Services for Portals

Also available are Content Services products for delivering content to various application servers, such as BEA WebLogic and IBM WebSphere.

Content Services links content in Documentum repositories with objects in the enterprise application, providing users with access to key Documentum functionality using the familiar interface of the enterprise application, eliminating the time and costs associated with searching for, filing, and storing documents. For example, an accounts payable clerk using an SAP application can instantly see a vendor’s contract, invoice, purchase requisition, and paid check from a single click on an SAP transaction report. Project managers can review standard operating procedures, material safety data sheets, engineering drawings, and specifications from within an SAP material master form.

Documentum enables rules-based processes for linking business content, triggering workflows, and notifying end users when relevant content has changed. Automating the linking process enables large volumes of scanned or remotely entered content, such as accounts payable invoices, to be easily linked to existing or new ERP records, ensuring error-free data entry and validation processes.

The Content Services products access the core content management functionality in the same way all other client applications do: through DFC and BOF.
Enterprise Platform Fundamentals

As a critical part of the IT infrastructure, Documentum demonstrates the key characteristics required in any production-ready enterprise platform. It is:

- Open
- Extensible
- Scalable
- Reliable
- Secure
- Portable
- Global
- Complete

Many of the features that embody these interrelated characteristics have been described earlier. This chapter provides an overview of how the Documentum platform fulfills these crucial requirements.

Open

Documentum5 is thoroughly standards based, enabling it to integrate easily within existing IT infrastructures. The Documentum API provides standard APIs for WebDAV, FTP, ODBC, JDBC, and the Web services standards UDDI and WSDL. The Documentum platform is fully J2EE compliant (for Web-based applications) and supports the full range of Microsoft standards, such as .NET, COM, ASP, and Visual Basic. It provides out-of-the-box integration with enterprise applications and e-business platforms, including directory services using the LDAP standard. It has complete and configurable support for XML processing.

Extensible

The Documentum5 platform provides an end-to-end solution for all content management needs — from creation/capture and management through delivery and archiving. However, the specific needs of each organization are unique, requiring extensions to the platform that embody the organization's business rules.

The object model that serves as the foundation of Documentum5 is fully extensible, enabling customers to define custom object types that meet specific business requirements. The Business Objects Framework (BOF) provides a model for extending the range of available content management services. The platform supports the development of plug-ins in several key areas, such as user authentication, rich media handling, and legacy storage support. The open Documentum API ensures that customers can add content management capabilities into any application.

Scalable

Documentum5 is designed for the global distributed enterprise. As a company's content management needs grow in size and complexity, the Documentum platform grows with it to efficiently manage ever-increasing volumes of content, high traffic loads, more users, and complex workflow processes, while maintaining high system performance. Documentum can support geographically distributed sites, handling the network latency and language issues that global enterprises face. It can handle these increasing loads in a cost-effective manner. The Documentum
architecture has been designed to take full advantage of the scalability of the underlying hardware platform by utilizing multiprocessor systems as well as clustered environments.

**Multitiered Deployment**

An enterprise software implementation can be logically partitioned into layers of functionality, usually referred to as *tiers*. Each tier has responsibility for a distinct portion of the overall deployment, and within each tier, there can be one or more parts. In a typical content management implementation, the three main tiers are the client tier, the server tier and the data tier. (In an Internet-based environment, the application server is sometimes considered an additional tier that comes between the client and server tiers; alternatively the application server can be considered part of the client or server tier.)

Three-Tier Deployment

The client tier contains the software components dealing with user interfaces and user interaction. Client software displays content in a Web browser or standalone application and enables a user to view, edit, or otherwise manipulate the content.

The server tier makes content management services and capabilities available to clients. Servers communicate with clients using well-defined DFC application programming interfaces. The configuration of the servers on the server tier implements the customer's specific business rules and policies.

The data tier is where servers permanently store content, metadata about the content, the state of server objects and processing, and other information. Central to the data layer is one or more database servers that house the stored information.

The number of machines on each tier is extremely variable, depending on the volume of the content being managed and the complexity of the content applications. A key advantage of this distributed architecture is that new or more powerful machines can easily be added at whatever point is causing a bottleneck.

**Horizontal and Vertical Scalability**

The Documentum architecture supports both *horizontal scalability* and *vertical scalability*.

A software application scales horizontally (or “scales out”) when it can be deployed not only on multiple servers across tiers, but also on multiple servers within a single tier. For example, multiple Content Servers can manage the
same Documentum repository. Horizontal scaling implies that the load is balanced among the machines so that resource consumption between the servers is uniformly shared. This capacity growth strategy is popular because it allows a company to take advantage of the most competitively priced hardware, grow capacity incrementally, and provide cost-effective failover for high availability. Each tier of the Documentum platform scales out across multiple servers, allowing customers to effectively build and grow highly-available, low-cost systems with excellent performance. Transparent load balancing at each tier helps to provide not only uniform resource consumption, but also continuous operation for high availability.

A software application scales vertically (or “scales up”) within a host when one or more tiers can be run within a single host and capacity can be increased by adding CPUs, memory, and disks. This type of scaling is popular in environments where maintenance costs need to be maintained. It can provide performance advantages as well. The Documentum platform takes full advantage of high-performance servers, facilitating data center consolidation and significantly reducing the cost of managing large-production content management environments. Documentum has a minimally synchronized, multi-threaded architecture, so that throughput is not limited by a single-threaded function or resource contention. The partitioning and load balancing used in the multi-server environment is also effective when scaling within a large symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) host.

The Documentum platform scales in all areas, including:

- **Content objects.** Content Server can handle repositories ranging from small departmental applications to enterprise implementations with thousands of users and billions of objects. A single Documentum repository is capable of handling 256 peta-objects ($256 \times 10^{15}$ objects), well above the threshold of even the largest enterprise content archive. Repositories can be combined into a federated environment for essentially unlimited capacity. Each object has a globally unique identifier, avoiding the bottlenecks that would occur with relational identifiers. Content Server has been verified to provide excellent response time with over 100 million objects. The Documentum platform also supports repository federations, which are groups of cooperating repositories that share common definitions to ensure the integrity of cross-repository operations.

- **Concurrent users.** To increase the number of concurrent contributors, each tier on the “authoring” side of the content management system must scale. The application server and HTTP server tier can be horizontally partitioned across multiple servers through the use of network load balancers. The Content Servers for a single repository can be partitioned across multiple servers in a similar fashion (an “active-active” server cluster). Content Server clients (Web-tier or Desktop) transparently load-balance their connections from a list of available Content Servers provided by the Documentum DocBroker.

- **Concurrent workflows.** As the number of content authors simultaneously promoting content through the various workflow stages increases, the ability of the workflow engine to scale increases in importance. A workflow typically consists of manual and automatic tasks. Individual contributors complete the manual tasks, and workflow agents execute the automatic tasks. Documentum supports multiple, parallel workflow agents to service the same automatic task queue, ensuring that automatic tasks are completed with minimal delay.

- **Content distribution.** Site Delivery Services and Content Distribution Services allow enterprises to rapidly and efficiently distribute content to multiple remote sites automatically, using centrally maintained source content.

- **Geographically dispersed users.** Scaling across an enterprise rarely involves a networking environment that is equal for all users. Distance can significantly increase network latency for some users; other users may have limited access to bandwidth; yet other users might be disconnected for long periods of time. Documentum supports a rich array of distribution and replication features for content and metadata that are optimized for these real-world environments. On the server tier, the platform supports multiple character sets and locales, as well as distributed and federated repositories. With distributed content, the system provides proximity-based load balancing, ensuring that content is stored and
retrieved from local repositories. On the client tier, Documentum provides persistent caching of metadata to minimize network traffic. It also supports an “offline” mode for client applications.

**Reliable**

The Documentum 5 architecture follows a transactional model that ensures the integrity of the data in the repository at all times.

The multi-tiered architecture of the Documentum platform offers several options for ensuring that content management servers are available 24 hours a day. Multiple Content Servers can serve a single repository; if one of the servers goes down, the system automatically routes requests to another server for that repository. Repositories can be replicated, so that one serves as a backup for the other.

**Secure**

Documentum 5 enables organizations to make their content available to a wider range of collaborators, but it does so without compromising the security of proprietary information. Content in the repository is completely secure: each piece of content has an associated security access control list that defines which users, groups, or roles can access it and which operations they can perform. For additional security, file stores containing content files can be encrypted. Administration files can also be encrypted, ensuring that sensitive information is not compromised.

Communication between the various components of the architecture is likewise secure. The channels between Content Server and other machines, including non-Documentum machines such as a directory server, can be handled through Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Web-based Documentum applications support single sign-on, where users are authenticated using a user name and password they have already entered for another applications. The authentication threshold is configurable through an
extensible authentication plug-in framework, enabling Documentum applications to enforce two- or three-factor authentication using smart cards, certificates, or biometrics when this level of security is required.

As a further security measure, Documentum can keep an audit trail of all system activities, from user login times and content updates to changes in administrative settings. It supports the validation of digital signatures. The Documentum platform includes all of the features an organization needs to implement a system that is fully compliant with regulatory requirements, such as the 21 CFR Part 11 standard for pharmaceutical companies making submissions to the FDA.

**Portable**

Documentum5 is supported on a variety of databases, operating systems and portal and application servers. Components of the system can be moved transparently from one supported configuration to another.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operating Systems</th>
<th>Database Management Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun Solaris</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Windows</td>
<td>Microsoft SQL Server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM AIX</td>
<td>IBM DB/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-UX</td>
<td>Sybase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Servers</td>
<td>Application Servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun ONE Directory Server</td>
<td>J2EE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle Internet Directory</td>
<td>COM/.NET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Directory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Supported Configurations**

**Global**

Businesses often have sites and customers around the world. Documentum5 handles users and content from around the globe. It accommodates local languages, culture, and currency, including the storage of multilingual content in shared repositories. The Documentum platform can provide a single virtual repository spanning geographical boundaries. The virtual repository can take the form of a single distributed repository or repository federations, which are groups of cooperating repositories that share common definitions. The virtual repository gives users access to content regardless of the original language or geographical location.

Documentum5 is Unicode compliant using the universal transformation format-8 (UTF8), which means that it can support single-byte languages such as English, French, or Italian, and double-byte characters like Korean or Japanese (Kanji). It supports clients in a variety of codepages and handles the transcoding between Unicode and other codepages.
Documentum provides localized user interfaces in seven languages: English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Japanese, and Korean. Language support for these “Tier 1” languages is delivered in the form of easily installed Language Packs, which are separately compiled and versioned add-on packages that provide a complete localized interface for a specific language. Documentum’s Unicode support and Language Pack architecture give customers access to localized products built on the most recent base releases, and permit easy implementation of “Tier 2” localizations, simplifying localization and accelerating global deployment.

One of the key requirements of a globalized content management system is a repository that can store and manage multilingual content. Documentum's features and design do not make assumptions based on a single language or locale. Instead, Content Server can store metadata and content files from all languages and locales in a common repository. A unique feature is multi-language rendition management, which provides the ability to link versions of the same content in different languages. Users can access the content using a localized interface in any of the Tier 1 languages; users of Web-based applications can choose their preferred language when they log in. The full range of services is available for the multilingual content, including full-text searching in any of the Tier 1 languages as well as seven additional languages: Danish, Dutch, Finnish, Bokmal, Nynorsk, Portuguese, and Swedish.

Documentum provides built-in workflows to help automate the process of globalizing content. For example, Documentum Web Publisher includes workflows for exchanging content with translators. Through the use of Inter-Enterprise Workflow Services, external translators can participate as easily as in-house translators can.

Web Publisher enables contributors to deliver content in multiple languages and coordinates the publication of Web content in different language renditions. It supports fallback rules, which specify what happens when content is not available in the primary language for a Web site. For example, the rules for a French Canadian Web site might instruct the system to “fall back” to French (from France) if a specific localized file is not available, then to the United States English version if neither French version is available. Web Publisher includes built-in reports to track the status of the globalization progress.

### Web Content Language Fallback Rules

**Comprehensive**

As the descriptions in this document demonstrate, Documentum5 provides an end-to-end solution for all content management needs — from creation/capture and management through delivery and archiving. Documentum can manage content in any form. The platform is appropriate for traditional content applications as well as for business applications.
applications with more targeted content management needs. The open architecture enables customizations and plug-ins to extend the range of capabilities.

Documentum is recognized as the leader in enterprise content management by customers, analysts, partners, and developers. The Documentum enterprise content management platform has been field tested in thousands of the world’s largest organizations and has already established itself as the platform on which customers and partners standardize their content infrastructure.

Documentum enables an entire ecosystem of partners, such as independent software vendors, systems integrators, hardware vendors, value added resellers, and original equipment manufacturers, which add value to the Documentum platform. For example, there are many commercial applications available from independent software vendors that leverage Documentum. They include accounts payable solutions that work in conjunction with ERP applications, contract management applications that augment supply chain management or CRM applications, publishing applications for use in regulated industries such as pharmaceuticals, and enterprise portal applications that deliver personalized information to a specific audience.

Every product innovation, every service enhancement, and every process improvement rests on an effective use of information. If you are not managing your content, you are not managing your business. Documentum can make your organization more agile, responsive, and productive. An investment in Documentum is an investment in the future of your business.

About Documentum

Documentum provides enterprise content management (ECM) solutions that enable organizations to unite teams, content, and associated business processes. Documentum solutions support the way people work, from initial planning through sales and service. With a single platform, Documentum enables people to collaboratively create, manage, deliver, and archive all types of content, from documents and discussions to e-mail, Web pages, records, and rich media. With Documentum, organizations improve their competitive advantage by accelerating time to market, increasing customer satisfaction, and reducing operating costs.

For more information about Documentum, visit www.documentum.com or call 800.607.9546 (outside the U.S.: +1.925.600.6754).
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